Beni Hassan Tomb Painting
Discovered: In the Tomb of
Khnumhotep. It was
first published in
1845 by Francois
Champollion
Resides:
Date:
 between 2000‐1850
B.C.E. during the
Patriarchal Period
when Khnumhotep
ruled.
 The mural dates to the 6th year of Sesotris II (1892 BCE)
Description:
 The mural decorates Tomb 3. The tomb belonged to a provincial governor
named Khnumhotep (known as Khnum‐hotep III)
 The human figures are 20” tall
 It depicts 37 Asiatic herdsmen coming to trade with a local ruler, though only 15
are drawn
 The mural portrays two Egyptians (the scribe and the overseer of hunters); 12
Asiatic traders (3 children); two donkeys; two gazelles; and various (11
different) weapons, musical instruments, goods, and tools.
o The Asiatics are known by their dress, their hair pulled back with head
bands, short pointy beards on the men, the tone of their skin
o The animals are depicted as a male and female donkey, and a male and
female gazelle
o The children riding on the donkey would have been something foreign
to the Egyptians who did not ride on their animals at that time
o Weapons include: bows, quiver for arrows, spears, throw sticks or
boomerangs, and a battle‐axe. The throw stick was so common among
the Canaanites that the Egyptians adopted it as a hieroglyph meaning
“Asiatic” (Shea, 225)
o Non‐Weapons include: sticks for the antelope, rope halter for the
gazelle, water skins, bellows, a lyre, a plectrum to pluck the lyre.
 The scene decorates an Egyptian provincial governor’s tomb at Beni Hasan.

 The inscription accompanying the mural identifies the two Egyptians as
Neferhotep (the Scribe of the Royal documents) and Khety (overseer of Hunters)
 The Asiatic chieftain is identified in the inscription next to him as Ibsha (Ruler of
a Foreign Country)
o however Albright believes it to be Abi‐shar (1934, Vocalization)
o The Egyptian title “Ruler of a Foreign Country” is the same name from
which Hyksos was later derived
 The label of the scene tells the purpose of their visit: “The arrival, bringing
stibium, which thirty‐seven Asiatics brought to him” (Wilson 1969: 229).
Stibium was a black cosmetic used for painting around the eyes, was pized by the
Egyptians.
 The document in the hand of the scribe, Nefer‐hotep, restates the purpose of
their coming, adding the date of their visit and their place of origin: “Year 6
under [Sesostris II]…List of the Asiatics whom the son of Count Khnum‐hotep
brought on account of stibium, Asiatics of Shut. List thereof: thirty‐seven”
(Wilson 1969: 229). The document shows it was important enough to make a
formal record.
o The land of Shut probably is a reference to the Transjordan
Background: Beni Hasan is about 160 miles south of Cairo near the ancient site of Monet‐
Khufu (would have been considered Middle Kingdom of Egypt). The tombs of the city were
in caves cut into the cliffs that rose above the city.
Importance: A clear depiction of Semitic Herdsmen arriving in Egypt. The paintings
provide a glimpse into the daily lives of people during the time of the patriarchs.
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Asiatic Cheiftan (from right to left)
“Ibsha [Abi‐shar], Ruler of a Foreign Country”
(Shea, 221)

The Purpose of the Amorites’ visit (from right to left):
“The arrival, bringing stibium, which thirty seven Asiatics brought to him”
(Wilson 1969: 229)

Khety the Overseer of Hunters

Document of Nefer‐hotep the scribe: “Year 6 under
[Sesostris II]…List of the Asiatics (Aamu) whom the son of
Count Khnum‐hotep brought on account of stibium, Asiatics
of Shut. List thereof: thirty‐seven” (Wilson 1969: 229)
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